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1 lntroduction 

[1] After World War n, in many countries there was a tendency towards centralisation. Some

times it was openly proposed, but often it was a more creeping process. More recently, how

ever, attempts to strengthen federal structures or even introduce them in former unitary coun

tries are observed. Even countries like the United Kingdom or Spain gave their sub-federal 

units (states) relative independence which sometimes is even much stronger than in traditional 

federal states like Germany or Austria. And we also observe that in other continents rather a 

further development than a withdrawal of federal structures, al least as far as the countries can 

be considered as being democracies . 

[2] Despite the fact that Switzerland still has a very much decentralised structure and is still 

more strongly oriented towards the concept of a competitive than that of a cooperative feder

alism, it also experienced sorne creeping centralisation. Sorne of this centralisation was objec

tively justified, but other parts are highly questionable and should perhaps be reversed. Thus, 

at the beginning of the nineties, a reform of the Swiss Federal system seemed to be appropri

ate. Moreover, it became more and more clear that the old fiscal equalisation system was not 

only rather intransparent but also provided sometimes perverse incentives. This did not only 

hold for the financial relations, but also for the assignment of political tasks to the different 

governmental levels and for the (necessary) cooperation between the cantons and the federal 

government as well as among the cantons. Thus, the need for a reform became more and more 

obvious 1) But, as not only the Swiss development teaches us, a general awareness of the ne

cessity for a reform and its successful carrying out and finishing are two rather different 

things. 

[3] A rather special feature of the Swiss system is the large fiscal autonomy the cantons (and, 

somewhat more restricted) the local communities have. There is a highly progressive federal 

income tax , but its amount is relatively small , and even the marginal tax rate is not aboye 13 

percent. (The maximum average tax rate is 11 percent.) The reason for this restraint of the 

federal level is the fact that the income tax is mainly a cantonal tax; apart from sorne anteces

sors a general federal income tax did not exist before the Second World War2
) And the prop

erty tax is still an exclusively cantonal one. According to the tax harmonisation law there is 

sorne harmonisation ofthe tax base. The cantons decide on the (progressive) tax schedule and 

the concrete tax rates while the local communities (and in many cantons also the official 

Christian churches) laya surcharge on the cantonal taxes . Thus, there exist 26 different can

tonal tax regimes in Switzerland, which implies that there is strong tax and not only expendi

ture competition between the cantons. As will be shown below, this results in considerable 

differences of the tax burdens for companies as well as for individual s between, for example, 

low-tax cantons like Zug or Schwyz and ' tax-hells' like Jura or Valais . These discrepancies 

have even increased in recent years. The existing equalisation system was apparently unable 

1. The deficiencies of the old system are described, for example, in R FISCHER, T. B ELlJEAN and 1. FIVAZ 

(2003). 

2. For tbe histOly of tbe fédéral direct income tax see, for example, C. STOCKAR (2006). 
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to prevent this. Thus, not only from a theoretical perspective, but also from the deficiency of 

the actual results a reform seemed to be necessary. 

[4] But why do we need a fiscal equalisation system at al!? In a Tiebout-world, for example, 

such a system would never be necessary . But we do not live in a Tiebout-world with its sym

metry assumptions, because the cantons differ considerably, in particular with respect to their 

size and their locations. And this might, as will be shown below, justify the existence of such 

a system, but if and only if it is effective in reaching the objective of (sorne) equalisation. Ap

parently, the old Swiss system was rather deficient in this respect. 

[5] Before presenting the concept of the new Swiss fiscal equalisation system we will , there

fore, first discuss why such a system is necessary for Switzerland (Section 2). Then, the cur

rent Swiss situation is presented (Section 3). Seclion 4 describes the new system which effec

tively consists of two parts: the first one newly assigns the different tasks to the different gov

emmental levels and organises the cooperation between the national and the cantonal gov

emments as well as between the cantonal govemments, while the second one reorganises the 

financial flows between the different levels. Section 5 shows the results of the just expired 

first period of the new system from 2008 to 2011 , as well as the changes decided for the se

cond, new period which will last from 2012 to 2015. The paper conc1udes with a short as

sessment of the new system (Section 6) 3 ) 

2 On the Necessity of a Fiscal Equalisation System in Asymmetric Situations 

[6] It is debated in the literature whether fiscal competition and, in particular, tax competition, 

has positive or negative con sequen ces overal!. Theoretical considerations alone do not give a 

c1ear answer4
) The big advantage compared to a unitary system, what has already been em

phasised by A.e. TIEBOUT (1956), is that political decisions are more in line with the prefer

en ces of the citizens. The main problem is, however, that a ' race to the bottom ' might occur 

which leads to a too low degree of government activity. This holds primarily for redistribu

tion,5) but might also hold for the supply of public goods, as H.W. SINN (1997, 2003) empha

sised more recently . On the other hand, there is an additional positive effect that the citizens 

are better able to control their government and, therefore, to tame 'Leviathan ,6) Whether the 

positive or the negative effects dominate is, therefore, first of all an empirical question, but 

also very much depends on the design of the federal system, in particular on the distribution 

oftasks among the different governmentallevels. 

[7] When discussing this problem, nearly all theoretical models consider symmetric situa

tions, i.e. the different govemmental units have the same size and in the beginning the same 

3. Tltis paper is partly based on G. KIRCHGAsSNER (2010) where the new Swiss fiscal equalisation system is 
described in more detail. 

4. A survey orthe results orthe theoretical models is given in L.P. FELD (2000, pp. 25ff.). 

5. See for tltis a1ready G. SllGLER (1957) as wel! as, for example, the overview in D.E. WILDASIN (1997). 

6. See for tltis already G.M. BRENNAN and 1.M . BUCHANNAN (1977, 1980). 
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amount of production factors 7
) Differences result primarily from the differing preferences of 

the individual s, and according to these preferences the citizens sort themselves to find their 

optimal locations. This rather optimistic picture is, however, hardly compatible with the reali

ty in real federal systems. Problems arise usually by disparities, i.e. in asymmetric situations, 

be it due to different historical conditions as, for example, in Gennany, or due to different 

endowments with natural resources as, for example, in Canada, or due to different locational 

conditions as emphasised by the New Economic Geography, or, what is most relevant in 

Switzerland (but also highly relevant for international tax competition) due to the different 

size of the governmental units . S. BUCHOVETSKY (1991) as well as J.D. WILSON (1991) have 

shown that small units can have an advantage in the tax competition game compared to large 
units8

) 

[8] Starting from the situation of a social optimum with identical tax rates a small unit, as in 

Switzerland, for example, the canton Zug, can improve its situation by reducing tax rates and, 

therefore, attracting additional tax payers. If the large cantons like, in Switzerland, Bern or 

Zürich, would reduce their taxes to the same extent, nobody would win: both had still identi

cal tax rates, but lower financial means. The large cantons will , however, not fully adjust; 

they will reduce their tax rates to a smaller extent than the smaller cantons. The logic behind 

this is that, by reducing tax rates, a large canton will lose quite a lot of revenue from those 

taxpayers already located in the canton and will - in relative terms - not gain very much from 

those taxpayers moving into the canton. The opposite holds for the small canton. In the new 

equilibrium, both will have lower tax rates than in the beginning, but the tax rate ofthe small

er unit will be lower than the one of the larger unit. Moreover, despite the lower tax rate, the 

smaller unit will have higher public expenditure per capita, and also higher welfare compared 

to the larger canton, and the welfare gains ofthe smaller unit cannot compensate for the losses 

of the larger one9
) The condition that this effect occurs is that the difference in size between 

the small and the large canton (or country) is large enough. In principIe, this result holds for 

all taxes which are instruments in the tax competition game, but while it relates in internation

al tax competition mainly to corporate income taxes, it is within Switzerland also highly rele

vant for personal income taxes because one can, for example, work in the large canton Zürich 

and reside in the small canton Zug. 

[9] If all units would (more or less) meet the symmetry conditions of the theoretical models, 

we would not need a fiscal equalisation system. Those areas where we would be afraid of a 

7. There are lwo exeeplions. Firsl, lhe New Eeonomie Geography, going baek lo P. KRUGMAN (1991 , 199Ia), 
where lhe role of low laxes as eompensalions for lhe disadvantages eonneeled wilh loealions al lhe periph
el)' (eompared lO loeations in agglomerations) is diseussed (see, for example, R.E. BALDWIN et al. (2003 , 
pp. 365ff.), or R. BORCK and M . PFLÜGER (2006)). Seeond, lhere is a literature about tax heavens (see, for 
example, M. DESAI, c.F. FOLEY and 1.R. HINES (2006, 2006a), D. DHARMAPALA (2008), D. DHARMAPALA 
and J.R . HINES (2009), or 1. SLEMROD and JD. WILSON (2009).). While !he fonuer has some relevanee for 
Switzerland, beeause eanlons al !he periphel)' mighl ti)' to attraet ta"'Payers by low lax rales, Ole latter as
peel is, al leasl for lhe fiscal relations wilhin Swilzerland, tOlally irrelevant. 

8. See for lhis also A. HAUFLER (2001 , pp. 74ff.). 

9. One mighl even say Olal Ole smaller uuilS exploit lhe larger ones. 
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race to the bottom, especially redistribution and national public goods, could be assigned to 

the central level , and there might be competition in other areas, primarily with respect to the 

allocation of regional and local public goods. However, if we have tax competition between 

units of very unequal size, a fiscal equalisation system becomes necessary in order to prevent 

the country from breaking apartlO
) Ihis certainly holds for Switzerland, where the relation of 

the size of the population between the smallest canton, Appenzell Inner Rhodes, and the larg

est one, Zürich, is about 1 to 88. In a democracy, this might have two consequences: the split

ting up ofthe country into different smaller, but unitary organised countries or the abolition of 

the federal structure or, at least, of tax competition . Ihe latter one might be the Swiss solu

tion, because, due to the existence of direct political rights, people can abolish or at least re

strict tax competition between the cantons by a constitutional initiative, should the discrepan

cies become too large. 

[lO] Ihis was an important issue in the referendum campaign for the new fiscal equalisation 

system in 2004. Ihe left-wing parties argued against this system (with several arguments). 

Ihey wanted to restrict tax competition between the cantons, to get a more harmonised sys

temo Ihe chances to reach this objective are the smaller the better the fiscal equalisation sys

tem reaches its goals. Ihus, the other parties which were in favour of the reform pointed to 

lhe fact that, due to the increasing discrepancies between the cantons, its failure would in

crease the chances that a more harmonised tax system would be accepted by the Swiss elec
torate. ll ) 

[11] Ihe problem of any fiscal equalisation system is, however, that the incentives to keep 

track of the own tax basis are reduced. Ihis holds for those governmental units which receive 

money from this system, but also for those which have to pay into the system. Ihis problem 

can be somewhat mitigated ifthe distributed money stems (at least partially) from central tax 

revenue, because the 'rich cantons' will still have incentives to take care oftheir tax basis. For 

the poor cantons, however, it still holds that the corresponding incentives are the lower the 

stronger the equalisation is . Germany is a rather negative example in this respect. Ihe German 

Constitutional Court dec\ared in several decisions that even a very far reaching equalisation is 

constitutional 12
) Moreover, there was a partial bailout of two smaller states, Saarland and 

Bremen, in 1992. Ihis seduced sorne states to follow a non-sustainable policy. 

10. In 2006, the Swiss Soeialdemoemtie Party started an initiative in order to restriet tax eompetition. On No
vember 28, 20 l O, it has, however, been rejeeted by !he Swiss voter with 58.4 per eent of Úle votes. 

11. For!he effeets of fiscal equalisation in a system of asymmetrie ta, eompetition see also C. GAlGNÉ and S. 
Rlou (2007), or J. HINDRICKS, S. PERALTA, and S. WEBER (2008). 

12. See Ihe deeisions ofÚle Constilutional CouI1 ofFebruary 20, 1952 (1 BvF 2/51), of June 24, 1986 (2 BvF 1, 
5, 6/83 und 1, 2/85; E 72, 330 11), ofMay 27, 1992 (2 BvF 1, 2/88, 1/89 und 1/90; E86, 148, 11) and ofNo
vember 11 , 1999 (2, BvF 2, 3/981 ,2/99; BverfGE 101 , 158). 
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3 The Swiss Situation 

[12] As mentioned aboye, in the Swiss federal system, the fiscal autonomy of the sub

national units, the cantons and local communities, is especially pronounced.13
) They are re

sponsible for all tasks that are not explicitIy assigned in the constitution to the national leve!. 

They also dispose of the required tax autonomy in order to raise the necessary revenue to ful

fil these tasks. This allows every single canton and every single local community to balance 

and to individually fix the appropriate amount of public expenditure. This results in consider

able disparities between the cantons. In 2007, the last year when the old fiscal equalisation 

system was in effect, for example, a married couple with two children and a gross labour in

come of 100'000 CHF had to pay 4'019 CHF income tax in Zug, but in Delémont in the can

ton Jura with 11'587 nearly three times as mucho With a gross labour income of 1 Million 

CHF the relative difference becomes smaller, but the absolute difference with 165'948 CHF 

much larger l4
) But despite the fact that the tax burden is so much higher, the tax revenue per 

capita is considerable smaller in the canton Jura: in 2007 it was 6'471 CHF compared to 

10'576 CHF in the canton Zug. 15
) 

[13] The situation ofthe total burden by cantonal , local and Church taxes is displayed in the 

index of total tax burden which has been officially calculated until 2006. The values for this 

last year are given in Figure J 16) There are huge discrepancies. In Zug, the canton with the 

lowest (average) burden, the index number is just aboye 50, whereas in Uri , the canton with 

the highest burden, the index is just below 140. AIso, it has to be taken into account, that these 

are average figures for the cantons; the picture is somewhat different (and the discrepancies 

are even larger) if we consider single local communities. Zug, for example, allows only minor 

differences among its local communities. Schwyz, on the other hand, with a rather loose can

tonal equalisation system, allows sorne of its local communities like Freienbach or Wollerau 

to have even lower tax rates than the local communities in the canton Zug. These low-tax and 

mostly rich cantons and local communities have to be contrasted with the cantons Uri , Ob

walden, Neuchatel , Glarus, Jura and Fribourg, where the tax burden was aboye 120 percent of 

the national average in 2006. These cantons and their local communities are mostly relatively 

pOOL Because the income of their citizens is low compared to those in other cantons, they 

13. For descnplions of the Swiss fédéral system see, for example, V. BOGDANOR (1988) or D. STARK (1999), in 
companson with Gennany G. KIRCHGASSNER and W.W. POM EREHNE (1992) as we)) as A. JÓRG (1998), 
and in companson with other fédéral countnes W.W. POMMER EHNE (1977) or R. BIRD (1986). 

14 . Source of the data: FÉDÉRAL STATISTICAL OFFlCE, Charge fiscale en Suisse: Chefs-lieux des can/ons -
Nombres can/onaux 2007, Bem 2008, p. 19. - If we only count the burden by cantonal, local and Church 
laxes, i.e. without lhe rather progressive fédéra] income tax, the tax burden is in Delémont for an ¡ncome of 
100'000 CHF approximately about 3.3 -times as high as in Zug and for an income of 1'000'000 CHF about 
2.6-¡imes as mucho 

15. Source of the data: FÉDÉRAL STATISTICAL OFFICE, Finonce publiques en Suisse 2007, Bem 2009, p. 153. 

16. Source of the data: FEDÉRAL STATISTICAL OFFICE, Annuare statistique de la Suisse 2012 (CD-ROM) 
Charge fiscale selon les cantons, évolution de J'indice global (Table.je-d-18.02.02.03.12). - This index was 
used for the old fiscal equalisation system. As will be explained below, !he new system does no longer refer 
to the actual tax burden but to the revenue potential. Thus, this index is no more necessa!)' for official pur
poses and !hese data are, therefore, no longer provided by tlle Fédéral Statistical Office. 
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have to have comparatively high tax rates in order to raise the revenue necessary to fulfil their 

constitutional tasks. 
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Figure 1: lndex o/the tlu: burden in the Swiss cantons, 2006 (f2f; 100) 

[14] There is a special feature of the Swiss tax system which encourages small cantons to 

reduce their tax rates. In the old system, 30 per cent of the coll ected federal direct income tax 

went directly back to the cantons. Thus, as long as lower tax rates attract additional taxpayers, 

part of the revenue shortfall due to reduced cantonal rates is compensated by higher grants 

from the federal govemment. In this way, the nch canton Zug got by far the highest per capita 

transfers from the federal govemment; its amount was in 2006 three time as much as the na

tional average and it covered about 25 percent of the expenditures. 

[15] Thus, contrary to Germany where there is too much equali sation, a major problem of 

the old Swiss system is that it did not equalise enough. Moreover, there were cantons li ke 

Vaud that got much more money than they should. Third, this system was not transparent; it 

was difficult to assess its real effects. One of the reasons for this was that the compensatory 

payments were partly depending on the actual tax revenue which made them easily manipu

latable by the cantons. Finally, the system restricted the autonomy of the cantons to a degree 

that is unnecessary . Taking all these effects together, there was no doubt that a reform became 

necessary. This was also undisputed in the referendum campaign . It was disputed however, to 

which level the different tasks, in particular the responsibi lity far the disabled, should be as

signed as well as to what extent the rich cantons should carry burdens in arder to disburden 

others. 
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4 The Design of the New Fiscal Equalisation System 

[I6] There were two main objectives that should be reached with the new fiscal equalisation 

system. First, following the subsidiarity principie, the tasks of the different governmental lev

els should be more disentangled, in particular between the national and the cantonal leve\. In 

the former system, the different governmental levels shared the responsibility in most policy 

fields and often so in a rather intransparent way. Thus, wherever common tasks are still nec

essary, it was intended to have a clearer assignment of the responsibilities to the different lev

els as well as more transparent procedures. Second, the financial potential of the cantons 

should be more equalised. Somewhat more detailed, the following objectives were aimed at: 

(i) Strengthening ofthe financial autonomy ofthe cantons. 

(ii) Reduction ofthe differences in the fiscal potential ofthe cantons. 

(iii) Preservation of the national and international competitiveness of the Swiss cantons 

(mainly with respect to their tax system). 

(iv) Provision ofa sufficient minimal financial equipment ofthe cantons. 

(v) Equalisation of excessive financial burdens due to socio-economic and topographical 

reasons . 

(vi) Provision of an appropriate burden-sharing between the cantons. 

In order to reach these goals, the new equalisation system employs four instruments: 

(i) Disentangling oftasks and financing. 

(ii) New forms of collaboration and financing of joint tasks. 

(iii) New forms of inter-cantonal collaboration. 

(iv) A new fiscal equalisation in the strict sense, i.e. new compensation payment to and be

tween the cantons. 

In the following, we first discuss the new assignment and responsibility regulations l 7
) and 

second the fiscal equalisation in the strict sense. 

4.1 The Assignment of and Responsibility for Tasks 

[17] 18 tasks with previous common responsibility have been entangled in the new system: 

seven are now solely the responsibility of the national and 11 of the cantonal leve\.18) Among 

those for which the federal government is responsible are now, for example, the financing of 

the individual benefits of the first column of the Swiss old age pension system as well as the 

benefits of disabled persons (both in addition to the contributions of employers and employ-

17. A more detailed description of this pan of the NF A is given in B . D AFFLON (2004) or in eH.A. SCHALTEG
GER and R.L. FREY (2003). 

18.See for this also NFA Feuilles d'infonnation 2 and 9, (http://www.efv.admin.ch/fldokumentation/zahlen_ 
fakten/finanzpoli tik _grundlagenlfinanzausgleichlindex. php (31/03/12). 
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ees) as well as the construction and maintenance of motorways. The cantons are solely re

sponsible, for example, for the second-level education as well as grants-in-aid for the building 

and running costs of homes and professional schools for disabled persons. Among those 17 

tasks where there is still common responsibility, are, among others, educational grants at the 

university level , subsidies to reduce health insurance premia, or public transport in agglom

erations. In these areas, the federal government' s task is, in principie, only the strategic lead

ership, while the cantons have the operative responsibility . Most projects in these areas are 

financed by global grants from the federal government depending on the results to be 

achieved. 

[18] Due to the fact that many Swiss cantons are rather small but still have - at least com

pared to states in most other federal countries - rather large responsibilities, in many cases 

collaborations between two or more cantons are necessary. Moreover, the large agglomera

tions as, in particular, Zürich, Basel and Geneva, already provided in the past services from 

which other cantons profited without having been forced to contribute to their financing. 

[19] There has already been sorne collaboration between cantons in sorne of these areas be

fore . In particular, there are conferences of!he cantonal ministers whose decisions are effec

ti ve in all cantons. These collaborations are, however, mainly optional ; it was impossible to 

force single cantons to carry !he financial burdens caused by them to other cantons. This has 

been changed. The federal parliament is now able to declare general agreements or other in

ter-cantonal treaties as generally binding and to commit single cantons to join these. This is to 

assure a fair distribution of services and services in return, or benefits and costs of public ac

tivities between the cantons. Those cantons which receive services get co-determination rights 

in return . This new provision allows considerable interferences into !he autonomy of the can

tons and represents, therefore, a massive change ofthe Swiss federal system. 

4.2 The Fiscal Equalisation System in the Strict Sense 

[20] The new fiscal equalisation system in the strict sen se consists of three elements. The 

first one is resource equalisation. AII cantons should have a necessary minimum amount of 

fiscal means in order to be able to properly fulfil their tasks assigned to them by the constitu

tion. The second element is the sharing of special burdens of sorne cantons caused by their 

socio-demographic situation or by the geographic and topological structure. The final ele

ment, called hardship compensation, is a compensation for temporary financial losses caused 

by the transition from the old to the new system. 

[21] The core of the new equalisation system is, of course, resource equalisation. For this it 

is first of all necessary to assess the financial capability of every canton. This is done by a 

resource index. It is based on the taxable income as well as the wealth of the individual s, but 

also on corporate profits. The weighted sum of these three elements constitutes the resource 

potential of the canton and, divided by the size of the population, the resource potential per 

capita. Comparing this with the average resource potential per capita in Switzerland which 

gets an index value of 100 leads to the index value of every single canton. Cantons with an 
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index value aboye lOO are said to be strong with respect to resources while those with an in

dex value below lOO are considered as being weak wilh respect to resources . The first group 

pays into the system, the second one receives revenue from the system. The payments are to 

be designed so that every canton has free financial means of at least 85 percent of the national 

average. 

[22] The main advantage of the new system is, however, not so much that the equalisation is 

now fairer (which is, of course, also important), but that the incentives are different. The basis 

ofthe new index is the situation ofthe canton with respect to the direct federal income tax. In 
contrast to the old system, the level of the cantonal taxes or tax rates does no longer playa 

role . Thus, manipulations of the own tax revenue do not have any direct effects on the re

ceived grants. There are, of course, indirect effects; the situation of a canton in the inter

cantonal tax competition has implications for the tax base ofthe direct federal income tax. But 

these indirect effects do hardly give the cantons the possibility to manipulate the grants they 

receive. In particular, a reduction of the cantonal taxes will not trigger an increase of the 

grants; if there is an effect, it goes in the opposite direction. Insofar, the incentives for the 

cantons to take care of their tax basis are not affected. This is a great improvement compared 

to the old system. 

[23] This equalisation is, however, not only financed by the contributions of the donor can

tons but also by the federal government. During the first four years, i.e. from 2008 to 2011, 

lhe whole amount was 3.16 Billion CHF; the federal government paid 1.8 Billion CHF and 

lhe donor cantons 1.26 Billion CHF19
) The contribution of the federal government is paid 

from the revenue ofthe federal direct income tax . Ofthe 30 per cent ofthe revenue ofthis tax 

lhat goes back to the cantons, in the new system only 13 per cent is directly redistributed to

day, while the remaining 17 per cent go into the equalisation system. Thus, the rich cantons 

do not necessarily have to pay more money to lhe other cantons, but they get less money di

rectly from the federal government. For sorne cantons, in particular Zug, this results in a sig

nificant higher net contribution. 

[24] The cantons differ, however, not only with respect to their resource potential , but also 

with respect to the costs for the services they have to provide, be it, that they have a consider

ably higher demand for sorne services, be it, that it is more expensive to provide these ser

vices. The first factor mainly relates to agglomerations with their social and demographic 

problems, the second factor to the topography of the cantono To compensate for these extra 

burdens, the second element ' burden sharing' or 'cost equalisation ' has been included into the 

system2 0
) This is divided into two parts . The first covers additional burdens due to geological 

and geographic factors, i.e. , it captures the effects due to mountain areas. To compensate for 

these burdens, during the first four years, the federal government paid 341 Million CHF per 

year to the cantons. The same amount of money was paid by the federal government to com-

19. See: Arrété fédéral concemant la détennination des contributions de base á la péréquation des ressources et 
á la compensation des charges (RS 61 3.22). (http ://www.admin.ch/ch/Usr/6/61 3.22.de.pdf(3I /03/12).) 

20. The latter tenn is used, for example, by B. D AFFLON (2004) . 
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pensate for socio-demographic burdens, i.e. to cover the additional burdens of agglomera

tions. 

[25] An immediate transition to the new system would have created quite a lot of losers, 

even among those cantons that are (according to the resource index) financially weak. The 

reason is that sorne cantons received higher grants under the old system than they de serve 

under the one. Under these conditions, the new system would hardly have had any chance in 

the referendum . A referendum was, however, mandatory because the introduction of the new 

system required a constitutional change, and in Switzerland every such change is subject to a 

mandatory referendum. In order to avoid this and not to risk the whole project, the hardship 

compensation has been added as the third element. The idea behind is that every financially 

weak canton should, at least in the beginning, have sorne relief, whatever its position in the 

old system was. 

[26] For the first eight years, i.e. until the end of 2015, the payments were fixed. Then, the 

amount of money for hardship compensation will be reduced by 5 percentage points every 

year. Thus, the new standard situation will be reached in 2035 only . In the beginning, the total 

amount was 430.5 Million CHF, 287 Million CHF were paid by the federal government and 

143 .5 Million CHF by the cantons. The latter had to be paid on a per capita basis and was 

about 19.5 CHF per capita. However, when the new system was installed, the canton Vaud 

improved its financial situation and, in 2009, crossed the 100 per cent index line of the re

source potential ; it therefore switched from a recipient to a donor cantono As a consequence, it 

is also no longer entitled to benefit from the hardship compensation fundo This reduced the 

total amount to be spent to 366 Million CHF and, correspondingly, the per capita payment to 

about 16.7 CHF 21
) It still holds, however, that two thirds of the contribution to this fund 

comes from the federal government and only one third from the cantons. 

[27] Economically, this part of the new equalisation system is the most problematic one. It 

is, however, a political concession to these cantons. Given the large majority in the referen

dum on November 28, 2004, one might ask whether these concessions have really been nec

essary, in particular to such a large extent. It has, however, to be taken into account that a re

jection by the electorate would have had the consequence that these cantons would have re

ceived their - from today ' s point of view - unjustified grants on and on and these grants 

might even have increased. Insofar, these concessions seem to be justified in order to get a 

second best solution and not to endanger the whole project. 

5 Experiences from the First Period from 2008 to 2011. 

[28] While the general architecture of the NF A is fixed in the constitution, the details de

scribed aboye, fixed in the corresponding law, did only cover the first four years from 2008 to 

2011. Thus, in 20ll the parliament had to decide on how to proceed for the new legislative 

period from 2012 to 2015. Background information for the discussion in the parliament was 

21. See for Ihis FÉDÉRAL COUNCIL SWISS (2011 , p. 148). 
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given by the government in a report covering the experience of the first years (FEDERAL 

COUNCIL SWISS (2010)) as well as in a 'message' accompanying the proposal for revising the 

law (FEDERAL COUNCIL SWISS (20 I Oa))22) The basic proposal of the government consisted in 

keeping the structure unchanged but actualising the amounts of money to be spent. 

[29] Two themes dominated the parliamentary discussion. First of all and most importantly, 

the donor cantons wanted to limit their contribution 23) In the current system, the lower limit 

of 85 per cent of the national average of the tax potential which should be guaranteed to the 

poorest cantons determines how much the rich cantons have to pay; this regulation is incon

sistent with the demand of an upper limit for these cantons. Nevertheless, these cantons de

manded such an upper limit. They criticised that sorne of the recipient cantons, in particular 

Obwalden, became enabled by the new fiscal equalisation system to also follow a low-tax 

strategy and, therefore, became a competitor for the 'old ' low-tax cantons. Thus, they tried to 

prevent this, be it by a lower limit for the tax rate ofthe recipient cantons or by a reduction of 

the transfers to these cantons with low tax rates. All ofthese proposals have been rejected by 

the majority of representatives of the recipient cantons in the parliament. The last two pro

posals had, of course, additionally violated the whole rationale ofthe Swiss system of canton

al tax competition; with few limitations the constitution guarantees the cantons the right to 

decide on their own income and property tax schedules. 

[30] The second theme was the splitting up of the resources for the burden sharing between 

the agglomerations and the ' mountain cantons ' . There was a report by ECOPLOAN (2010) 

which showed that the burdens of the agglomerations are much higher than those of the 

mountain cantons. Thus, a splitting ofthree to one quarter might be more appropriate than the 

50:50 split in the first periodo Nevertheless, the parliament decided in this case against a 

change as well. 

[31] The question is, however: how far did the NFA succeed in meeting the intended objec

tives. The most important objective was to lift the resource endowment of each canton to 85 

per cent ofthe national average at the minimum . Figure 2 shows the results for the years 2008 

and 2010. 24) In 2008, this objective was c1early achieved. In 2010, the picture was somewhat 

different. Three cantons, Valais, Jura and Uri had a resource endowment slightly below this 

benchmark. Thus, the distribution of the transfers had to be slightly changed for the second 

periodo On the other hand. Figure 2 also shows that payments the major donor cantons had to 

make were rather moderate; they did not impair their position largely aboye the national aver

age. 

22. See also FÉDERAL COUNCIL SWISS (20 11). 

23. See FÉDÉRAL COUNCIL SWISS (20 10, pp. 148ff). 

24. Source of Figl/re 2: FÉDÉRAL COUNCIL SWISS (2010, p. 74f.). The abbreviations for the cantons are given in 
the Appendix. 
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Figure 2a: Resource inder: before ami after resource equalisa/ion, 2008 
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Figure 2b: Resource inder: before ami after resource equalisation, 2010 

[32] The mam question IS, however, whether the poor cantons were able to improve their 

situation . We can check this if we compare the index values for the first period with those of 

the second period. The picture is mixed. While Obwalden with its low-tax strategy was able 
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to improve its situation quite a lot by 15 index points, the situation ofthe poorest canton, Jura, 

deteriorated by 4.9 points 2 5
) But the strongest improvement had the two small rich cantons 

Zug and Schwyz with 26.3 and 24.6 index points, respectively. As small neighbours of Zürich 

they can follow a low-tax strategy and at the same time profit from the supply of services in 

lhe agglomeration of Zürich. Thus, the span in the resource potential of the Swiss cantons 

increased considerably over these four years. 
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Figure 3: Contributions or transfers 2009 (red) aml2012 (green), respectively 

(CHF per capita) 
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[33] Figure 3 shows the contribution of the donor cantons and the transfers of the recipient 

cantons in the old (2009, red) and the new (2012, green) period, i.e. how this results in actual 

payments. Due to economic growth, the whole amount of redistribution increased from 3177 

Million CHF in 2009 to 3573 Million CHF in 2012. The order with respect to the resource 

potential did hardly change the correlation between the two series is 0.974. There are never

theless sorne major changes: Zug and Schwyz have to pay considerable more into the system, 

554 CHF per capita or 419 CHF per capita, respectively. On the other hand, Jura and Glarus 

get considerable more out of the system: 458 CHF per capita or 297 CHF per capita. The 

largest change results, however, for Obwalden : it gets 857 CHF less out of lhe system than 

before. In this case, lhe new fiscal equalisation system works in the intended direction: by 

25 . Source of the data: D ÉPARTEMENT FÉDÉ RAL DE FINANCE, Péréquation financiére, Chiffres, http://www.efv. 
admin.chlfldokumentationlzahlenJaktenlfinanzpolitik_grundlagenlfinanzausgleich.php (03.04.12). Figures 
4 and 5 are based on data from the same source. 
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lowering the tax rates Obwalden was able to increase its resource potential so that it needs 

less subsidies from other cantons and the federation. The same holds, however to a much less 

extent, for the recipient cantons Solothum, SchafThausen, Appenzell Inner Rhodes, Appenzell 

Outer Rhodes, SI. Gallen, Thurgau and Ticino, while the situation deteriorated not only in 

Jura but also in Beme, Luceme, Uri , Glarus, Fribourg, Grisons, Aargau, Valais and Neucha

tel. So far, the latter ones benefited only indirectly from the new system they got more trans

fers than they ever received in the old fiscal equalisation system. Nevertheless, whi le the pro

vision of a sufficient minimal financial equipment of all cantons has nearly been reached, the 

reduction of the differences in the fiscal potential of the cantons has c1early failed or, to state 

it more poli tely, not yet reached so far. 
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Figure 4: Tran~fers for agglomeration costs in 2009(red) ami 2012 (green) as well as 

for topographical burdens in 2009 (blue) ami 2012 (yellow) 
(CHF per capi(a) 

[34] The development of cost compensation is shown in Figure 4. The total amount to be 

spent increased from 2009 to 2012 from 702 Mi llion CHF to 738 Million CHF, i.e. by about 5 

per cent. As mentioned aboye, despite a report that c1early showed that a different splitting of 

this amount would make sense, the parliament stuck to the old structure. Because there were 
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no major changes in these burdens, there are only minor changes in the transfers as well. The 

main beneficiaries ofthe compensation oftopographical burdens are Grisons, Appenzell Inner 

Rhodes, Appenzell Outer Rhoden and Uri , while the main beneficiaries of agglomeration 

costs compensation are the two town cantons, Basel-Town and Geneva. There are four can

tons which get no money at all from these funds: Zug, Solothum, Basel-County and Aargovia. 

[35] That there is hardly any change from the first to the second period of the NFA holds 

even more for the hardship compensation shown in Figure 5. When the new system was in

troduced, it was decided that the transfers for each canton should remain constant over the 

first eight years. Thus, there are only sorne very minor changes due differences in the de

ployment of the population. As Figure 5 shows, there are two cantons, Neuchiitel and Fri

bourg, which benefit quite 101. The receive 623 CHF and 505 CHF per capita, respectively. 

Three cantons get reasonable payments, among them the low-tax canton Obwalden. There are 

three other cantons which receive rather marginal payments out of this fundo AlI others have 

to pay into il. Their contributions are, however, rather small with today, approximately, 16 

CHF per capita because, as mentioned aboye, two thirds of the money from this fund come 

from the federal governmenl. 
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Figure 5: Contributions to anrl paynrents out ol the harrlship conrpensation (2012) 

(CHF per cap ita) 

[36] Another objective was to improve the efficiency of the public services. Such efficiency 

gains are, of course, difficult to estimate. The Federal Roads Office undertook an attempt for 

its field of responsibility. In the old system, the cantons were owners and operators of the 

highways, while the federation paid up to 97 per cent of the cosl. Today, the whole responsi-
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bility is with the federation; only the completion of the highway net is a common task of the 

federation and the cantons. According to the estimate of the Federal Roads Office, the effi

ciency gain of this new arrangement was between 100 and 250 Million CHF for the year 

2008 2 6
) Thus, while it is still too early to draw definite conclusions, the evidence available so 

far is at least pointing into the right direction. 

6. Concluding Remarks 

[37] The reform of the Swiss fiscal equalisation system was a rather long process. First seri

ous considerations and planning started in the federal finance administration in 1992. A first 

concrete proposal was presented in 1999. Aside from hardship compensation, it had already 

the structure of the concept in effect today. As prescribed by the constitution, there was the 

usual consultation procedure, and the proposal with all comments was published in March 

2000. The cantonal finance ministers accepted the proposal after additional discussions and 

the inclusion of the hardship compensation in August 2001. At this time the only negative 

vote carne from Zug. 

[38] Then, the parliamentary process started. A first step was to pass the necessary amend

ment of the constitution. The federal government presented its proposal in November 2001. 

The parliament accepted the reform with sorne minor revisions in October 2003. As men

tioned aboye, there had to be a referendum, as for every change ofthe Swiss constitution. Af

ter intense public discussions, on November 28 2004, the Swiss citizens voted with 64.4 per 

cent for this reformo 

[39] Thus, after a political process which took altogether about 16 years, at the moment there 

are only four years to evaluate the new system. Nevertheless, when discussing the design for 

the next period from 2012 to 2015 we had to ask whether the hopes and expectations com

bined with this huge reform have been me!. Several objectives have been reached. There has 

been a (partial) disentangling of the governmental tasks between the federal and the cantonal 

leve!. One might think that it should go even further, but it seems to be rather difficuIt if not 

impossible to gain a majority of the people, besides the fact that this disentangling is already 

rather extensi ve compared with other European countries : the Swiss cantons have much larger 

responsibilities and, in particular, financial leeway than, for example the 'Bundeslander' in 

Germany or Austria. The financial autonomy of the cantons has also been strengthened, and 

they have a sufficient minimal financial equipment at their disposa!. The national and interna

tional competitiveness of the Swiss cantons has not been impaired by the introduction of the 

new system; ifthere is anything, it has been strengthened. 

[40] The picture is not so clear with respect to the other objectives mentioned aboye. Given 

the fact that - according to a serious estimate in the report by ECOPLAN (2012) - the finan

cial burdens caused by adverse topography are much smaller than those caused by agglomera

tions, the burden sharing in this area is not satisfactory. Moreover, the differences in the fiscal 

26. See FÉDÉRAL COUNCILSWISS (2010, p. 87ff.). 
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potential of the cantons have not been reduced. Therefore, one might question whether the 

burden sharing between the cantons goes far enough and/or whether this fiscal equalisation 

system is the appropriate instrument to reach this goal. 

[41] Four years are, however, a too short time to draw strong and final conclusions about 

such a complex system. lhus, we have to wait for another four or even eight years before we 

can draw more compelling conclusions. lhere are, however, sorne observations which indi

cate that the NFA might finally reduce the differences in the fiscal potential at least some

what. Already in 201 I but also in the current year 2012, severallow-tax cantons face consid

erable deficits. lhe canton Schwyz, for example, had in 2011 a deficit of about 4 per cent of 

its revenue. lo limit the deficit in order to have it below 5 per cent was only possible by con

siderably reducing in investment activity. For 2012, a deficit of about 8 per cent of its ex

pected revenue is planned27
) At the moment, this is no major problem for this canto n because 

it has savings of more than 40 per cent of its revenue. Nevertheless, if this tendency contin

ues, the savings will be eaten up and tax increases might become necessary. At least, it is not 

possible to make further tax reductions in the near future. lhere are several reasons for this 

development, but one of them is the fact that, due to the increase of their resource potential , 

Schwyz has to give more into the resource equalisation part ofthe fiscal equalisation system. 

[42] A somewhat more moderate but similar development takes place in the canton Appen

zell Outer Rhodes. lhey had a small deficit in 2011 , and budgeted for 2012 a deficit of about 

3 per cent oftheir revenue 2 8
) lhis is the canton which today has the lowest corporate income 

tax in Switzerland: the cantonal tax is only 6 per cen!. lhey might reduce it further, but this 

will hardly lead to additional revenue, even in the long-run. lhis is not particularly important 

for this canton because its corporate tax income is very small in any case. But it is obvious 

that using this instrument in the tax competition game is no longer possible for this canton. 

[43] Other low-tax cantons like Zug, Nidwalden, Obwalden and Appenzell Inner Rhodes are 

also budgeting deficits for 2012, and at least in sorne of these cantons the fiscal plans show 

increasing deficits for the following years . lhus, for the next years the time of considerable 

tax rate reductions seems to be over. Insofar as high-tax cantons are able to reduce their tax 

rates due to their transfers from the fiscal equalisation system, the divide of a pair of scissors 

might close somewhat again in lhe next years. Whether this will really happen remains to be 

seen, but there is at least sorne indication that it might go in this direction . 

[44] laking all things together, today, we can say that the long but finally successful process 

to establish the new fiscal equalisation system brought Switzerland a large step forward . lhis 

27 . See: Staatsreehnung 2011 des Kantons Sehwyz, pA (http://www.sz.eh/doeuments/Staatsreclmung201l_ 
MM.pdf) as well as Vomnsehlag 2012, Kanton ScllIvyz, p.7 (http ://m\~I'.sz.eh/doeuments/Vomnsehlag 

2012.pdf) (04 .04.12). 

28. See: Staatsreehnung 2011 : Kleineres Defizit dank hOheren Steuereinnalunen, (http://www.areh/ aktuelll 
medie runi tte ilungen -der -kanto nal en-verwaltungl de taiU artie lel staatsree Imung -20 11 -kl eí neres-defizi t -dank -
hoeheren-steuereinnalunen/?no _ eaehe~ l&tx_ ttnews%5Bpointer%5D~ 1& (,,_ ttnews%5BbaekPíd%5D~ 
6152&eHash~f5582ee65ela64e6f660aflf5f90920e), Budget 2012, p. lOf (http://www.ar.eh/departementel 
departement -finanzen/wiehtige-informationenl) (04.04.12). 
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system has fulfilled sorne expectations, whereas with respect to others it is still open whether 

this will be the case. To have more information about this will take several additional years. 

This is not only but also due to the fact that the transition penad with the hardship compensa

tion will last 28 years altogether; the system will be fully in effect in 2036. 1 do, however, not 

believe that we have to wait so long before we can draw more definite conclusions. But for 

the moment we have to be patien!. 
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Appendix 

Abbreviations afthe names afthe calltolls 

Aargovia AG Grisons GR SI. Gallen SG 

Appenzell Outer Rhodes AR Jura JU Ticino TI 

Appenzell Inner Rhodes Al Luceme LU Thurgovia TG 

Basel-County BL Nellchiitel NE Uri UR 

Basel-Town BS Nidwalden NW Valld VD 

Beme BE Obwalden OW Valais VS 

Fribourg FR Schwyz SZ Zug ZG 

Geneva GE Schaffhausen SH Zürich ZH 

Glarus GL Solothum SO 


